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Mayonnaise
{ ingRedientS }

2 egg Yolks
½ tsp. Fine Sea Salt

½ tsp. ground Mustard
2 tsp. granulated Sugar

2 tsp. Lemon Juice
1 t. Vinegar

1 C. grapeseed/Corn Oil

{ diReCtiOnS }

in a small bowl, combine the vinegar and lemon juice and set aside. 
Place egg yolks, salt, sugar and mustard in a small mixing bowl. 

Measure out the oil into measuring cup that can pour neatly and easily.
ensure all three vessels are with in reaching distance before starting.  

Once you begin to mix the mayonnaise together,  
you will not want to stop, or it will separate and not work.

Using an electric mixer, blend the yolks with the salt, sugar and mustard 
on medium-low speed for about a minute, or until well combined. Add 
half of the lemon vinegar mix to the yolk mix, stirring with the electric 

mixer on medium-high for another minute.
Begin adding the oil SLOWLY, about 1 teaspoon at a time with your 

mixer on its highest setting. Only once the oil is completely emulsified 
should more oil be added. Continue this until half a cup of oil remains. 
Instead of watching a clock, I watch the mayo. Adding more oil once I can see the last  

addition has been incorporated. While letting the mixer spin the beaters to mix,  
I also stir with the mixer at the same time to ensure a good emulsion.

Add remaining lemon juice and mix. 
 often the color of the mayonnaise will change to a lighter hue and thicken once fully mixed.

Continue to add the oil in the same manner as before until all the oil is 
incorporated. Makes about 1 cup of mayonnaise once prepared. 

If it splits start a new batch. once it starts to thicken add in the split batch.  
This way your ingredients won’t go the waste.


